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Preface

Groningen, 2 June 2022

Dear Member,

Approximately a year ago, on Monday 31 May 2021, we started our time as the 41st MARUG Board.

That evening, we presented our policy plans and since then we have been working on executing the

policy points that have been included in the policy report. On the 22 of November we presented our

half yearly report and on the 2nd of June we will share our final results. We are eager to share all

that we have accomplished in the past year with you!

Firstly, we have been working on increasing the presence of the MARUG, especially amongst

bachelor students. We have organised a Marketing Bachelor Boattour and are looking into other

events and opportunities to involve marketing interested (bachelor) students even more. Next we

have been working to better communicate the career opportunities the MARUG offers. We are

working to better display the opportunities on our website and have Converted the Campus

Recruiters to the Career Team which is now a real committee who will be in charge of connecting

students to the MARUG Pool and be of help in organising recruitment events. Furthermore we have

talked to several parties who will help us to better portray the career opportunities after graduation.

Finally, organised the MARUG Sustainability Week which took place May 9th-13th.

In this yearly policy report, we will elaborate on the execution and implementation of these policy

points and the results that have been accomplished so far. If any questions come to mind after

reading this policy report, we are pleased to answer these at the Half-yearly General Members

Meeting on June 2nd at Van Swinderen Huys.

I am very proud of my board and I want to thank them for all their hard work. Without their

enthusiasm and dedication the accomplishments presented in this report would not have been

possible.

Yours sincerely,

On behalf of the 41st MARUG Board,

Lyset de Groot

Chairman
Kim Postma
Secretary

Tim Bonte
Treasurer

An de Lang
Internal Relations

Marijn Meure
External Relations

Gijs Vijverberg
PR & Promotion
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Agenda

Agenda of the Half-yearly General Members Meeting of the Marketing Association of the University

of Groningen

Location Van Swinderen Huys

Date 2 June 2022

Time 19:30

1. Opening

2. Establishment of the agenda

3. Announcements

4. Incoming documents

5. Establishment minutes General Members Meeting 22 November 2021

6. Secretarial yearly policy report 31 May 2021 - 2 June 2022

7. Round of questions 1

8. Financial half-yearly report 1 May - 1 May 2022

9. Round of questions 2

10. Yearly policy plans 2 June 2022 - 1 June 2023

11. Round of questions 3

12. Financial policy 2 June 2022 - 1 June 2023

13. Round of questions 4

14. Any other business

15. Closure
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Minutes Half-yearly General Members Meeting 22 November 2021

Date: 22 November 2021

Location: Van Swinderen Huys

Time: 17:30 uur

Independent Chairman: Jelle Talman

Present: Lyset de Groot, Kim Postma, Tim Bonte, An de Lang, Marijn Meure, Gijs Vijverberg, Jelle
Talman, Myrthe Boeve, Evelien Nieuwenhuizen, Milou Habes, Colin Kok, Niels Kloosterman, Evan ten
Hoeve, Annemarie de Wit, Julian Jager, Maaike Glastra, Selien Brandse, Pieter Kraak, Hendrik Kuik,
Eline van Doorn, Wendy Schoonderbeek, Lars Wartena, Niels Tabingh Suermondt, René Bloemers,
Nona Kamphuis, Sophie van Huizen, Ruben Bos, Merijnen Sonneveldt, Norma Lanting, Lisa Walvius,
Florence Clercx, Charlot Dalhuijsen, Maud van Eijden, Sven Rosevink, Mirre Debets, Friso Merks,
Mark Timmer, Kimberley Kaiser, Lisa Treebus, Thomas Kuik, Claudia de Wit, Max Martoredjo, Anniek
Renkema, Eline Kortum, Flora Kelmendi, Tara Valks, Anne-Linde van Cooten, Nynke Blokland, Merel
Elenga

1. Opening

Jelle Talman opens the Half-Yearly General Members Meeting at 17:30.

2. Establishment of the agenda

No agenda items were received within the specified periods.
The agenda is established.

3. Announcements

Phones need to be switched off. It is not allowed to smoke in this room. Everybody needs to sign the
attendance list. If you want to ask a question, please raise your hand first. When asking a question,
please stand up first, and state your name clearly. If anyone wants to leave the room, raise your
hand, so the secretary can include this in the minutes.

4. Incoming documents

There are no incoming documents.

5. Establishment minutes General Members Meeting 31 May 2021

The minutes are established and approved.

6. Secretarial half-yearly policy report 31 May 2021 - 22 November 2021

Lyset de Groot gives a short presentation.

7. Possibility to ask questions about the secretarial half-yearly policy report 2021-2022

Pieter Kraak: Thank you Lyset for your clear presentation. Some questions regarding the

first policy point. You said that you want to increase the collaboration with

more associations, but also recon that it is within different faculties.

Did you have already discussed this with the FEB, how this is going to go

down. The FEB is sometimes tricky to cooperate with other faculties?
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Lyset de Groot: Yes, but the point is that we are not targeting those students. We are only

having events accessible for more students. So, we have our mind over

marketing. Which is an already existing event, but now we want to

increase the participation of this event, increase the members of this event

by collaborating together with VIP, possibly. And this will be that they also

go to contribute to the costs, they contribute to the committee members

and so in that way it will not be a direct manner of the FEB.

Pieter Kraak: How are you going to do this with Actis?

Lyset de Groot: With Actis we do not have those events or what so ever. We are trying to

have one day/night or moment to have some kind of introductory talk and

say: if you are interested in marketing at a further, if you like to continue

your studies, please know that we are there for you and I think that the

FEB might be even happy with this because their potential students will be

welcomed warmly at the university.

Pieter Kraak: Okay, thank you for your answers. Secondly, it is also an interesting and

promising increase in members. Good to see, but as we all know, the FEB

has been increasing its students as well. Is there a substantial difference in

the number of students that has been present at the FEB relative to

MARUG members?

Lyset de Groot: Are numbers are like exact numbers and not relative, so we have not

encountered that for this.

Pieter Kraak: Concerning point 2.2.3. Connecting members and corporate life. You said

that you have selected members for this. What selection criteria did you

use for this?

Lyset de Groot: Well, actually we are looking into various MARUG members. So we made a

long list of all potential candidates. Then we started looking to what

companies do we want to give this opportunity to like, we have some

partners and some main partners and you always want to be fair to them.

So, we started asking our main partners if they have some MARUG

members who we can use and then we started to select some of them.

Like, we want someone who’s a bit younger, someone who has been

actively. In those ways we came to the people we have now.

Pieter Kraak: Okay, good. And then the last question regarding the sustainability week.

Did you also think of collaborating with associations like the SOG? For

just general manners, like how to organise something for mental health

issues or whatever. I think they have some great insights from that

perspective.
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Lyset de Groot: That might be a good point. We did not look into collaboration with the

SOG. We are in contact with Enactus about some things regarding

sustainability, but that might be a good thing to also look into the SOG.

Pieter Kraak: Alright. Those were my questions.

Julian Jager: Lyset, thank you for your clear presentation. Congratulations on all the

results. Some questions: first about the first policy point. You said that you

want to intensify the bonds with other study associations. Do you have any

specific goals for this year you want to achieve? So when will you vink it of

and when will you say: now I have received my goal?

Lyset de Groot: I think this is something that is not an exact goal. The collaboration will not

be like we want to see it. We will not just do it and that is something that is

also a good outcome. So, for this year, the things we want to do is go

around the table and set up a possible contract and see if both parties can

agree to such terms and if that’s happened, that’s all we want for this year.

Julian Jager: Then another question about the career platform. So you are using an

evaluation group of students. Are you also taking into account companies,

what they want? Since perhaps they are paid for the career platform.

Lyset de Groot: No, we are only looking at students currently. We are looking at active

members, normal members and also students outside of the MARUG to

have a broad view on what we offer. We are not looking into companies

right now. That might be something for the future, but as of now we want

to focus on the value for students really.

Julian Jager: Okay, clear. One more question about sustainability. Sustainability is a

really broad aspect of the associations. Like every study association has

taken a lot of steps to be sustainable. Now you are focussing on a really

small part. Do you want to also increase the sustainable practices to

decrease the ecological footprint of the whole association?

Lyset de Groot: Well, yes, this is actually an interesting question. First of all, I think a whole

week devoted to sustainability is quite a big event and not a small one.

Secondly, as you can see, the booklets are already smaller, we are looking

into compensating for our trips abroad which are possibly done by plane or

whatsoever. We bought some plants for our office and in those ways we

want to increase the sustainability and also show this to the outside world

so people can increase their sustainable living.

Julian Jager: Okay, that are some good steps. Have you already some specific ideas of

the events that you want to do in the sustainability week?
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Lyset de Groot: Well, yes. But also not very precise yet. So you will see those on our socials

soon.

Julian Jager: Okay, thank you. Those were my questions.

Lars Wartena: Thank you Lyset for your presentation and congrats you all on the

achievements so far. I have a question regarding point 1.1.2. You said that

you want to explore the opportunity for a second activity for marketing

interested bachelor students. I was wondering how you are going to target

the potential bachelor students.

Lyset de Groot: Yes that’s a good question, because we are still looking into the whole

beginning of the event, if we want to do it at the first place. If we are going

to do it, I think we can find the marketing interested students by talking to

our current members who might find it very enjoyable to have a marketing

pubquiz or whatsoever. This is a small brainstorm at the table. Perhaps

their friends are interested too and in that way it will sort itself out easily. If

you are not interested in marketing, why come to a marketing related

event?

Lars Wartena: Thank you.

Myrthe Boeve: First of all, thank you for your presentation and I am really proud of you

what you’ve already accomplished so far. I have a question regarding

Commercial Night, because two years ago my board thought of like

removing it from the calendar, because we added the Sustainable

Marketing Event. Do you want to keep all the events and not removing any

of them or are you also removing an event again? Because the MARUG

already has a lot of events, so I don’t know if all students are really looking

forward to have another event.

Lyset de Groot: Thank you, good question. Also interesting that is it you regarding

Commercial Night. Of course we have been thinking about this and we are

currently thinking of adding an event, because as we have shown already,

the number of students has increased and therefore we think that also the

demand for activities have increased. We see that a lot of people are

willing to be in committees, so it might be a good opportunity for a lot of

people and we want to change the date. It is not going to be on the same

date it used to be, but it will be more in the beginning of the academic

year, so it’s a starting event to really get people excited about marketing

and commercials.

Myrthe Boeve: Were you already recruiting for the upcoming year then?

Lyset de Groot: Yes, we are working on that.
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Myrthe Boeve: Okay, thank you.

Evan ten Hoeve: Yes, thank you Lyset. Congratulations from my board as well. I have a

question regarding 2.2.2. Creating awareness of the career possibilities

among members. What kind of event are you thinking about? You already

have the Conference, which is very career intensive. Don’t you think there

will be a competition between those two?

Lyset de Groot: No, we don’t think so because the Conference is a really big event in itself

and we are not going to shepardize that of course. Neither are we going to

shepardize any of our other events, but we have like inhousetours or

perhaps an informal event with a company. Which are all in the

possibilities that our Career Team can take care of.

Evan ten Hoeve: So you want to create smaller events than the Conference?

Lyset de Groot: Yes and we also had those in the last years at some point, but now we

want the Career Team to take care of that and also promote it among the

members.

Evan ten Hoeve: Good idea. Then I had another question. Do you want to create your own

webpage for the testimonials or do you want to use all the existing social

media?

Lyset de Groot: We’ll be using the existing social media.

Evan ten Hoeve: Are you going to create a new page?

Lyset de Groot: On our own page we are going to post some testimonials. That can be in a

blog or in a video very short on Instagram or Facebook. So in those ways

we will be using our existing social media platforms with our existing

accounts.

8. Second round of questions

Niels Tabingh Suermondt: I saw the matrix. First of all, congratulations on your achievements.
I saw in the matrix that you are going to organise an event with the
JFV. Why with JFV and not for example with VIP where you want to
strengthen the bond with?

Lyset de Groot: The festival is a very informal festival for students to enjoy
themselves and the collaboration with JFV has been made two
years ago, so therefore this festival still takes place with JFV.

The secretarial half-yearly policy report 2021-2022 is established.
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9. Financial half-yearly report 1 May - 1 November 2021

Tim Bonte (online) and Lyset de Groot give a short presentation.

10. Possibility to ask question about the financial half-yearly report 2021-2022
1:02:48

Wendy Schoonderbeek: Thank you Lyset for your presentation. I think you did quite well for

not rehearsing it and good that you are here Tim. I hope you are

feeling not too bad. I have two questions and the first concerns the

postage costs. I see that the budget is nearly the same as the year

before, however you have a lot about sustainability in your policy

in your budget and activities. I was wondering how that relates to

that. Also, you spend a very small part of it so far, so I was

wondering what was it spent on and what makes it sustainable?

Tim Bonte (online): I have to say that I only heard the second part of the question:

“where was it spent on?”.

Wendy Schoonderbeek: Just answer that part Tim, I think it  will be fine.

Lyset de Groot: Wait, which costs? Postage?

Tim Bonte (online): Postage costs are incurred … (no internet connection) … we try to

do that as sustainable as possible. Money, normally … Postage

costs are incurred at the end … We try to send our Christmas cards

as well.

Lyset de Groot: Okay, I will I think take over. Thank you for your question about the

postage. It is still budgeted the same as last year indeed. Very small

difference in that. I think this is because we are trying to be more

sustainable as an association and we also try to be familiar and

very close to all our members and therefore we want to remain

and keep our Christmas cards and constitution cards and keep

those in a physical way to be in close contact with, to feel physical

close to our members. This is why postage costs did not decrease,

but a lot of other costs did.

Wendy Schoonderbeek: Thank you and then the second one concerns incidental costs. So I

see on the budget of 2000 at the beginning of your board year and

it is still 2000. I don’t understand why, since you can expect them.

Half way through the year you have not incurred them, so do you

expect some incidental costs?

Lyset de Groot: Yes, we actually do. This is because some board policy plans regard

to our website and other policy points that we think is something

that could be an incidental cost. Since we are still working on it,
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there is nothing now and it’s the first of November and it hasn’t

increased already.

Wendy Schoonderbeek: Okay thank you and then my question regarding the Master

Marketing Team has been answered by that.

Julian Jager: Lyset, thank you for your presentation and Tim: good to see you. I

have one question about the drinks and socials. You raised the

budget from 8000 to 9000 euros. However with the current

infections, do you think the 9000 can be reached?

Lyset de Groot: Okay, first of all, this is something we did at 1 November. So, we

were very hopeful that all socials could remain as they were then. I

think this is still manageable as we want to give all our members

what we give them in a normal year. So we try to early our socials

and to go to different bars if necessary. Which also leads to

increased costs. The beer prizes not have been the same as they

were earlier and we do not want to put that burden on our

members. Also again, with the increased members we think it’s

very suitable to increase the number for our socials.

Julian Jager: Okay, thank you.

Niels Kloosterman: My first question is about the provision of auditors, because I don’t

think you have to be externally audited. So, where is the provision

of auditors for? Is it for a committee or are you hiring someone?

Lyset de Groot: This would be a question to put on the mail and let it to Tim or Tim

will answer via WhatsApp right now. Also, Colin can whisper

through the room.

Niels Kloosterman: My next question is also about the drinks and socials: how often do

you host a social? Because in our association we have the same

amount, like 9000 euros, but we host monthly socials with free

beers. So, I was wondering where you spend it on, because I think

it is quite a lot.

Lyset de Groot: Well, this is also a number based on previous years of course. I

think we should not compare FSG to the MARUG on that case,

because there are totally different members and totally different

drinkers, but you might seem where I am getting from.

Niels Kloosterman: Okay, clear. Another question is about the Recruitment Days. I see

that you still have budgeted 11000 euros, but do you think you will

get this amount because there are less participants than other

years?
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Lyset de Groot: Yes, it is still going great with the Recruitments Days. This is also

stated at 1 November, so if something will happen these days with

the measurements that need to be taken, this is still a subject of

change of course.

Pieter Kraak: My question is about the Sustainable Marketing Event. Since you

don’t really have an idea of how it will look like, I was thinking why

are you planning on spending 2000 euros on it? Where does this

number come from?

Lyset de Groot: I see where you come from, but the amount budgeted is actually

for our Sustainable Marketing Event. This is a committee that is

already in place for two years and the first time it could not take

place because of the corona measures and the second time was

online and this time it takes place during our Sustainable

Marketing Week. So, it is separate from each other.

Pieter Kraak: Okay, thanks.

Lars Wartena: Thank you again Lyset, for your presentation. I have a question

regarding the balance sheet and about the current account in the

bank. I see that it is quite high.

Lyset de Groot: Maybe Tim can jump in again?

Tim Bonte (online): It is somewhat risky because as of right now you have to pay

interest over any amount of the one hundred thousand euro mark.

At the same time we will pay a lot of our upcoming events of this

current account obviously.

Lars Wartena: Okay, thank you.

11. Second round of questions

Evan ten Hoeve: I have a question for Marijn. I see that you increased your budget
from 28000 to a higher amount. Is there anything that’s going
better why you increased your budget?

Marijn Meure: Based on the context we have right now and based on the
promised signings, we have decided to increase the budget.

Evan ten Hoeve: Alright, very good. I have another question for you. Do you see an
influence of your increased sustainability on the interest of the
partners as well?

Marijn Meure: Not so far, but it might be a good idea to communicate that. To see
if there’s something in there.
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Evan ten Hoeve: Okay, thank you.

The financial half-yearly report 2021-2022 is established.

12. Any other business

Jelle Talman: Then before closing the general members meeting, I'd like to take a small

moment to say something to you on behalf of our board. Dear Kandi's, it

really feels like a month ago that we all brainstormed about your policy

plans and tried teaching you everything we knew. However, that time,

which the six of us really enjoyed is already more than half a year ago and

a lot happened in the meantime. It is so great to see everything you've

accomplished so far and how you took every opportunity for a physical

event with both hands. I personally heard so many great stories from

several people about everything the six of you achieved. It's always a party

each time we see each other, for example at Plus socials, and are excited

for the many moments coming up. We wish you the best of luck for the

upcoming months and are thrilled to see what you all come up with in the

upcoming months. Much love from Noor, Ashley, Colin, Sara, Bob and Jelle!

13. Closure

Jelle Talman closes the Half-Yearly General Members Meeting at 18:45.
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1. MARUG Foundation Conditions

The best choice for marketing students ánd marketing interested people!

MARUG Events are directed towards a specific target audience, where appropriate speakers and

companies will be attracted to. The events will serve to get students and companies into contact with

each other in a professional and social manner. The event offer will be evaluated each year and

adjusted where necessary.

The internal organisation of the MARUG distinguishes from other associations to make it attractive

for students to become active within the MARUG. The MARUG is a fun and social association, where

students get the chance to develop themselves besides their studies, and with a lot of interactivity

between committees and the board, and between committees themselves.

The MARUG also distinguishes itself from other study associations in Groningen and Marketing

associations in the Netherlands. The MARUG is attractive and innovative for (marketing)companies in

the Netherlands.

The member file of the MARUG consists of MSc Marketing students, marketing interested bachelor-

and master students of the University of Groningen and MARUG Alumni. The members will be

represented through the association, which adds as much value as possible to the MARUG

membership at all times.

In communication, the MARUG is as progressive and effective as possible. The communication of the

MARUG is independent of third parties, and the media of the association shows its vision on

marketing as much as possible.

In the collaboration with the university parties, the interests of MARUG Members has the highest

priority. In this collaboration, the MARUG always contains its unique culture and character.
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2. Policy plans MARUG Board 2021-2022

2.1 Increasing the presence of the MARUG

2.1.1 Increase the involvement of marketing interested bachelor students within the MARUG

This year, the MARUG is focusing on raising awareness of the MARUG and to get more involvement

from marketing interested bachelor students. Bachelor students are not MARUG’s main target group

but it is very valuable to bring students from an earlier time in their studies in contact with the field

of marketing and the MARUG. In recent surveys, members have pointed out that they would have

liked to become acquainted with the MARUG at an earlier stage in their studies. The beginning of the

academic year is the moment most people apply for a MARUG subscription. In the beginning of the

academic year we have revised the lecture talks and used paid instagram promotion in combination

with our promotion days to target students. These efforts have proven to be fruitful as there is a 93.5

% increase of MARUG members in the first month of the academic year compared to the average of

the last three years and a 136% increase of MARUG bachelor members in the first month of the

academic year in comparison to the average of the last 3 years. Moreover, throughout the year we

strived to remain on top of  this policy point. We have contacted the course coordinator of “Market

Context & Marktonderzoek” for a connection of the MARUG to the course.

We have conducted many online promotional activities for increased involvement of bachelor

students. Furthermore we have a small feedback group of bachelor students that were a member of

the MARUG last year and this year to test whether they experienced an improved environment for

bachelor students to be actively involved.

The Strategic Matrix has been evaluated and concluded that there was a demand for an informative

formal event with a low threshold. The Commercial Night, a successful committee, was omitted from

the MARUG portfolio in 2018-2019 to make room for the Sustainable Marketing Event, was such a

committee. Therefore the Commercial Night  has been brought back to the current portfolio in order

to satisfy the demands from the variety of students from various studies and study phases. The event

will take place in September of 2022.

Moreover, to increase more awareness and reach more marketing interested students the MARUG

wants to collaborate with other associations. The MARUG has deepened its collaborations with VIP

and Commotie. The collaboration with VIP has been newly added to the portfolio and the Mind over

Marketing is now consisting of 2 VIP & 2 MARUG students. The event will take place in December

2022 and all VIP students as well as MARUG students are welcome to attend.

✓ Increase the number of students

✓ Increase the number of bachelor students

✓ Intensify bonds with other study associations (VIP, Commotie)

✓ Revise the Strategic Matrix on serving students & bring back Commercial Night

From the MARUG Board the PR & Promotion and Internal Relations are responsible for the execution

of this focus point.
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2.1.2 Establish an activity especially for marketing interested bachelor students

In order to increase awareness about the MARUG and the field of marketing amongst marketing

interested bachelor students, a marketing related activity has been introduced. The goal of this

activity is to get bachelor students to become acquainted with the identity of the MARUG as a study

association and marketing as a whole in the beginning of their study phase. Therefore the MARUG

organised a bachelor boat tour during which we introduced some marketing concepts. The bachelor

boat tour the 16th of September. In total 2 boats consisting of 36 people sailed through the

Groninger Canals. Of those participants, 20 participants were previously no members of the MARUG

but became a member in the first month of the academic year.

In the second part of the year opportunities were explored for a second activity for marketing

interested bachelor students. In our recent analysis we noticed that in the third year significantly

more students become a member of the MARUG. Moreover, in a survey to our active and general

members it was concluded that our members wish for more (international) trips. Therefore, a

concept has been developed for a MARUG Marketing Trip. The idea of the trip focuses on serving late

bachelor students that want to experience marketing abroad. This trip distinguishes from other

MARUG trips since it will have a low threshold. The trip will be for only one night and therefore the

event is priced lower as well. Due to the changes in the yearly planning as a result of the COVID

regulation in January and February the planning did not allow for the MARUG Marketing Trip to be

held in the boardyear 2021-2022. A concept has been developed that can be implemented next year.

The MARUG Marketing Trip is advised to be held next year beginning of March. Various companies

have already been contacted and showed interest in the trip, next year they will be contacted for a

definite agreement on the Marketing Trip. We advise our successors to evaluate the need of an extra

trip abroad next year given that in our year the Dublin tour did not take place.

✓ Organise a marketing related bachelor boat tour

✓ Evaluate the boat tour

✓ Explore the opportunities for a second activity for marketing interested bachelor students in

semester II

From the MARUG Board the Chairman and External Relations are responsible for the execution of this

focus point.
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2.2. Improving the communication of the career possibilities of the MARUG

2.2.1 Introducing the Career Platform

The MARUG aims to connect marketing in theory to marketing in practice. An important aspect of

this is helping students find a job, traineeship or internship. The available opportunities that the

MARUG currently offers are useful, but deserved more structure and clarity. Therefore, this year the

Career Platform has been introduced.

The Career Platform has been created and launched on the MARUG website. By restructuring and

rewriting certain pages the Career Platform gives a better overview of the available career

opportunities and also better guides students in finding what they are looking for. The platform has

been evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. The qualitative evaluation took place in an early

stage of the creation of the Career Platform and was done by an evaluation group we have set up.

They gave us feedback and we have implemented this in the Career Platform. This feedback was

about the lay-out and how easy specific topics could be found. The quantitative evaluation of the

platform took place a few months after the launch of the platform. In order to check whether the

platform was successful the quantity of page views of the sub-pages of the platform before the

launch of the Career Platform was compared to after the launch (± 5 months). The ‘Career Consult’

page had +41% more visits, the ‘Company Profiles’ +10%, the ‘MARUG Pool’ +69% and the

‘recruitment events’ +230% more visits.

✓ Set up an evaluation group

✓ Create the Career Platform

✓ Launch the Career Platform

✓ Evaluate the Career Platform

From the MARUG Board the PR & Promotion and Secretary are responsible for the execution of this

focus point.

2.2.2 Creating awareness about career possibilities among members

The MARUG offers various tools to help students find career opportunities, such as the Job Board,

the MARUG Pool, and since last year the Career Consult. This year the MARUG focused on actively

communicating the tools that the MARUG offers. By promoting these tools in various ways, the

professional value for bachelor and master students will increase. Additionally, through the potential

increase of candidates for vacancies, the value for the partners of the MARUG can be strengthened.

The Campus Recruiters have been reconsidered and the high potential of their tasks has been

highlighted. Therefore the Campus Recruiters have been transformed to the MARUG Career Team.

The Career Team is now in charge of managing, promoting and actively recruiting students for the
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MARUG Pool. Besides, they promoted the Career Platform by means of lecture talks, a promotional

stunt and a promotional video. The active promotion of the career possibilities within the MARUG

resulted in an increase of 10% in general awareness compared to last year. Lastly, the Career Team is

responsible for helping with the organisation of recruitment events. At the moment of writing, the

recruitment event did not take place yet but this is planned on the 1st of June.

✓ Introduce the Career Team

✓ Promote the Career Team amongst members

✓ Organise a recruitment event together with the Career Team.

From the MARUG Board the External Relations and Internal Relations are responsible for the

execution of this focus point.

2.2.3 Expanding the link between members and corporate life

The MARUG consists of a large Alumni network. The Alumni network possesses useful advice and

insights for the current students of the MARUG. Therefore, the MARUG focused on increasing the

link between students and Alumni to give students a better insight in corporate life. Alumni members

can share their experiences through testimonials and/or Q&A sessions. In this way, students get

better informed about career possibilities. The main partners of the MARUG had the honour of being

the pilot of this policypoint. There has been one blog and video released in which corporate life is

portrayed and connected to the marketing master and activities at the MARUG. These efforts do not

seem highly effective.

✓ Select and contact candidates within companies to realise testimonials/video’s/Q&A’s.

✓ Launch the testimonials & video’s

From the MARUG Board the Treasurer and Chairman are responsible for the execution of this focus

point.
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2.3. Increasing the sustainability of the MARUG and the awareness of

sustainability amongst its members

2.3.1 Introducing the MARUG Sustainability Week

This year the MARUG is focussing on awareness of Sustainability amongst our members.

Therefore the MARUG Sustainability Week is added to the MARUG Event portfolio and will take place

from 9 - 13 May. The goal of this week is to increase awareness regarding sustainability amongst

students. Sustainability in general will be the central theme but each day will have a subtheme. The

planning of the week is displayed in table 1.

Date What? Location

9 May Vegan cooking with the MARUG Board Online on Instagram

10 May Mental health Q&A with a professional Online on Instagram

11 May Sustainable Marketing Event De Puddingfabriek

12 May MARUG Social: Go Green ‘t Vaatje

13 May Sustainable hangover brunch Het Noorderplantsoen

Table 1: Planning of the MARUG Sustainability Week

On the 9th of May a vegan cooking class was introduced on the MARUG instagram with the goal of

inspiring the Instagram followers of the MARUG to cook vegan more often. On the 10th of May there

was a Q&A on Instagram with a psychologist in which she answered mental health related questions

in order to promote mental health awareness. On the 11th of May the Sustainable Marketing Event

took place, where three speakers of sustainable companies gave presentations about their

sustainable practices. Afterwards a vegan barbecue was organised. On the 12th of May the MARUG

Social took place and the theme of the evening was MARUG Goes Green. For every twenty beers, the

MARUG would plant a tree in order to create awareness about CO2 emissions. On the 13th of May a

sustainable hangover brunch was organised. Members got a vegan salad from Rå while taking a

mindful moment to picnic in the park. We got positive feedback on the events that have been

organised in the Sustainability Week, so we would recommend the MARUG Board 2022-2023 to

organise a Sustainability Week as well. Furthermore, opportunities are being explored to organise a

Sustainability training with an external party for all MARUG Sustainability officers in the month of

June.

- Organise a meeting with all MARUG Sustainability officers to discuss the Sustainability Week.

✓ Organising the MARUG Sustainability Week

✓ Evaluation of the MARUG Sustainability Week

From the MARUG Board the Secretary and Treasurer are responsible for the execution of this focus

point.
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3. Policy plan regarding the committees and events MARUG Board

2021-2022

3.1 MARUG Marketing Conference

The MARUG Marketing Conference is the biggest event of the MARUG and is known as a high-quality

event. The MARUG Marketing Conference is organised for students, members of the marketing

department and participating companies that are interested in marketing. Making the MARUG

Marketing Conference a success has several large benefits. First of all, each year the event attracts

new members for the MARUG. In addition, the event contributes to the positive image of the

association. As the showpiece of the MARUG, it is of high importance that the MARUG Marketing

Conference differentiates itself, that the quality is high, and that the event responds to themes that

are currently trending in marketing. The close ties to the marketing department can be of

importance when trying to attract speakers and participants and to make sure the quality of the

content remains at the high level the event currently has.

The MARUG Marketing Conference was held on Tuesday 26 April 2022. The theme was “The power

of Human Connection, getting attention by giving attention” The theme was evaluated with an 8.80.

Ozcan Akyol was the chairman of the day. L’Oreal was the main partner and together with Steltz,

Amnesty International, and Jelle Bouma they presented useful insights on this theme. The overall

33rd Conference edition has been evaluated with a 8.89.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the MARUG Marketing Conference

will be formed by the Chairman, External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.2 MARUG Marketing Conference Day Organisation

The MARUG Marketing Conference Day organisation supports the MARUG Marketing Conference

Board. The Day Organisation contributes to the preparation and execution of tasks in the last months

prior to the MARUG Conference. The functions of the committee have been revised this year and are

now: Logistics, Promotion, Media and Acquisition. Each member of the Day organisation is assigned

to a buddy within the MARUG Marketing Conference Board.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the MARUG Marketing Conference

Day Organisation will be formed by the Chairman, External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG

Board.

3.3 Recruitment Days

This year, the 29th edition of the Recruitment Days was organised, in collaboration with the EBF. The

Recruitment Days belong to one of the most successful events of the MARUG. The Recruitment Days

is one of the biggest study-related events in Groningen. Besides, the event has great brand

recognition and has a good reputation among students as well as companies. This year, the

Recruitment Days took place from the 6th to the 8th of December 2021. These days are primarily for

students of the Faculty of Economics & Business to orient themselves on the labour market and to

get insights into the participating companies. Besides, students will get the opportunity to explore

the internship- and graduation options within a business. The Recruitment Days contribute to the
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brand awareness and the positive image of the MARUG and intensifies the relations of the MARUG

with students, companies and the EBF. The Recruitment Days committee is only open for

Dutch-speaking students.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Recruitment Days will be

formed by the External Relations from the MARUG Board and two functions of the EBF Board.

3.4 Master Marketing Team

The Master Marketing Team (MMT) focusses on offering Master Marketing related activities. These

activities are of high quality and will fulfil the needs of the Master Marketing students. Also, the

MMT functions as an important intermediary for both the marketing department and the MARUG.

The committee consists solely of MSc Marketing students as these are in direct contact with the

target audience. Over the whole year, the MMT is made up of two committees: the MMT Fall and the

MMT Spring. It is important to continue operating in this manner, as the Master Marketing students

experience a large amount of pressure from their masters. Moreover, master students can start their

studies in September & Februari, the dual committee structuring of the MMT creates an opportunity

for all Master Marketing students to join the committee. So, by separating the MMT into a Fall- and

Spring committee, we are able to make the committee more attractive for students.

3.4.1 Master Marketing Team Fall

The Master Marketing Fall was formed half September and organised the MARUG Marketing

Inhousetour, the first (Pre-)Master Marketing Socials and helped with the day organisation of the

Career Day. The MMT assisted with the day's organisation of the Career Day the 8th of October.

The Marketing Inhousetour took place on the 10th & 11th of February 2022. This year, the first two

day edition of the inhousetour took place. The MMT Fall was responsible for organising the MARUG

Marketing Inhousetour. Due to corona it was not possible to organise both days in Amsterdam and

stay the night there. Therefore, it was decided to have the first day in Groningen and the second day

in Amsterdam. DPGMedia, Microsoft, Rituals & Merkle were the participating companies. In total 30

students participated. Companies and students both evaluated the event highly.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Master Marketing Team Fall

will be formed by the Chairman and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.4.2 Master Marketing Team Spring

The Master Marketing Team Spring organised the Marketing Data Event, formerly known as the

Intelligence Event. The name of the event has changed in accordance with the programme change

from Msc. Marketing Intelligence to Marketing Analytics and Data Science. Moreover, the committee

organised the last two (Pre-)Master Marketing Socials and an event of their own choice. The

Intelligence Event used to be a highly appreciated Master Marketing event that highlights the unique

character of the MSc Marketing Intelligence, now Marketing Analytics and Data Science. This year

the setup was a bit altered to the years before. In total there were 32 students who were present.

Gillian Ponte, PhD student of the Marketing Department presented research relevant to the topic.

Later Harvest Digital and Reprise gave a presentation and a case regarding google analytics and the

use of data analytics in the customer journey. Students evaluated the event with a 9. The Marketing

Management Event took place 19 May. The theme of the day was regarding “digital marketing

transformations”. The day started with an academic opening by Fabian
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The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Master Marketing Team Spring

will be formed by the Chairman and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.5 Marketing Consultancy Group

The Marketing Consultancy Group (MCG) is an initiative of the MARUG that bridges the gap between

students looking for practical, hands-on experience and companies looking for insights from talented

students. Companies will provide a group of students in the final phase of their studies with a

business case that has to be solved. In that manner, you will get an insight into what is really going on

in the marketing field, get in close contact with a well-established marketing company and develop

your hands-on marketing skills in a fun way. Companies are very excited to involve students in their

marketing business and strategy and the MCG is a great boost for your cv! Every year the MARUG will

form two Marketing Consultancy Groups, each with their own project. One is recruited in the first

semester and one in the second semester

3.5.1 Marketing Consultancy Group Fall

The Marketing Consultancy Group Fall was formed in september. The consultancy assignment was

from Reprise. Together with six MARUG members Reprise advised an online webshop which

countries could be fruitful to expand to. This case was only open to Dutch speaking students. The

case was evaluated very well, by the committee, and Reprise as well.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Marketing Consultancy Group

Fall will be formed by the External Relations and the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.5.2 Marketing Consultancy Group Spring

The Marketing Consultancy Group Spring was formed in February. In collaboration with DVJ Insights a

consultancy assignment for Samsung was solved. Since the Marketing Consultancy Group Fall was

only open to Dutch speaking students, the intention of the Marketing Consultancy Group Spring was

to arrange a consultancy assignment open for English speaking students. This succeeded, out of 5

students, 4 were international students. The final case presentation will take place at the end of may

/ beginning of june. So far the students and the company are positive about the progress so far.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Marketing Consultancy Group

Fall will be formed by the External Relations and the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.6 ComMa Conference

The ComMa conference is a collaboration between the MARUG and the Commotie association. The

conference is in the evening in order to increase the enthusiasm among students. The goal of the

event is to highlight the points of contact between communication and marketing. In this way, the

participants will get familiar with both fields of study. From the MARUG perspective, this event is

interesting, because the target group from the CIS students can be better served. Moreover, new

MARUG members can be recruited and the interest in the MSc Marketing will be increased among

this target group. This year, the ComMa Conference took place on the 28th of October 2021. The

theme was Emotional Marketing and the event was a success. The event was evaluated by the

participants with a 8.6. The feedback showed that especially the speakers, organisation and the food

were highly evaluated.
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The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the ComMa Conference will be

formed by the Internal Relations and the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.7 Mind over Marketing

The purpose of the Mind over Marketing (MoM) event is to depict the relationship between

marketing and psychology. This event stimulates interest in the field of marketing among students at

the Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences. Due to the rapid changing COVID-19 regulations in the

period around December of 2021 it was unfortunately not possible to organise the event. However,

the committee had a fully organised event planned. Surrounding the theme “Marketing through the

eyes of a child”, speakers from the University and SchaalX were going to discuss the ethical aspects

of marketing towards children. While the last edition could not take place a lot of progress has been

booked regarding the event itself. Last year an official collaboration was established with the study

association of Psychology (VIP). In the long run the goal of this official collaboration will be to greatly

improve the depth, size and overall experience of the event.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Mind over Marketing

committee will be formed by the PR & Promotion and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.8 Sustainable Marketing Event

This event was created as a replacement for the Commercial Night in the year 2019-2020. The

Commercial Night was an event which mainly focused on reaching the consumer by different types of

media for advertisement. The Commercial Night was replaced by the Sustainable Marketing Event, as

achieving a sustainability label from the Green Office was one of the goals of the MARUG then as

well as focusing on sustainability within the MARUG in general. The goal of the MARUG is to become

more sustainable as well and the Sustainable Marketing Event is a perfect way to introduce

participants into the world of sustainability. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this event was not

organised two years ago. However, in 2021 the Sustainable Marketing Event was organised for the

first time ever. The event was held online due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Multiple companies that

have integrated sustainable operations or strive for operating in a sustainable manner were invited to

share their experiences. Both Dutch and International students participated in this event. The

number of participants was 46. This year, the Sustainable Marketing Event was held in accordance

with the introduction of the MARUG Sustainability Week. This week is devoted to the link between

marketing and sustainability, both online and offline to further promote sustainability within the

MARUG. The MARUG Sustainability Week functions to raise awareness and to motivate members to

participate in sustainable behaviour. The Sustainable Marketing Event took place on the 11th of May

in the Puddingfabriek and the theme of the event was “Beyond Green Marketing: People, Planet,

Purpose”. Teym, Vandebron, and Tenzing came to speak about their sustainable marketing practices

regarding this topic. Afterwards there was a vegan barbecue. The event has been evaluated very

positively by both students and speakers. Students have evaluated the event with a 8.86.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Sustainable Marketing Event

will be formed by the Chairman and Treasurer from the MARUG Board.
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3.9 The Career Team

At the MARUG, one of the main goals is to bring students in contact with companies to start their

future careers. Therefore, we have a Career Platform which consists of a Job Board, the MARUG Pool

and a Career Consult. The MARUG Pool consists of a group of students who are looking for marketing

related internships, traineeships, graduate positions and part-time jobs. Previously, the MARUG

Campus Recruiters were responsible for promoting relevant vacancies of the MARUG Job Board in

the MARUG Pool mail. This year, the Campus Recruiters are changed into a new committee at the

MARUG: the Career Team. The MARUG Career Team is constantly connecting students with company

vacancies. They try to match people with vacancies that fulfil their preferences, they write the

MARUG Pool Mail and they actively promote all the possibilities the MARUG offers. Next to this, an

addition of this new committee is that they will organise and promote Inhousedays and other

recruitment events for interested students. This is done in collaboration with the External Relations

of the MARUG Board. In this way, the Career Team is the connecting factor between students and

professional working life.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Career Team will be formed by

the External Relations and Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.10 Media Team

The Media Team has the duration of an academic year. The Media Team is responsible for several

tasks. One of these tasks is the provision of marketing-related articles and videos that are being

published on the MARUG Website. The majority of these articles and videos are being published in

English. The subject of the articles and videos are current and/or scientific. The posts of the Media

Team online will contribute to the professional image of the MARUG on the website and on social

media, as the quality of the articles is high and the lay-out professional. This will function as a

business card for both students and companies. For the faculty and the members of the marketing

department, it is important that scientific relevance is guaranteed. The Media team created content

at all of the formal events from March 2022 onwards.

Besides the articles, the Media Team also provides footage that can be used for promotion of the

MARUG. Furthermore, the committee organises a yearly theme week. This week will be used to

highlight a certain theme and content related to this theme will be published on a daily basis.

In previous years, the Media Team was an unstructured committee in terms of members joining and

leaving throughout the years and thus the amount of members. To create more certainty regarding

the amount and dedication of the members, it was decided to make it an annual committee. This

created more opportunities for the committee to engage in long-term projects.

One of the other main goals was to shift more towards online content. This focussed on clarifying

what it is like as an active member of the MARUG and opportunities as a MARUG member after

graduating. The Media Team also greatly contributed to the policy point concerning the connection

of corporate life with students.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Media Team will be formed by

the PR & Promotion and Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.
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3.11 Promotion and Activities Committee

The Promotion and Activities Committee (PAC) has the duration of an academic year. The PAC is

responsible for organising events for the active members of the MARUG. In addition, the PAC is

obligated to collaborate with the PR & Promotion to shoot photos at informal events. Last year the

PAC organised the promotion stunt at the promotion days in the beginning of the academic year.

Furthermore, they organised the Active Members Weekend, the PACjesavond, the Active Members

Activity and the Active Members Barbecue. Besides, they took photos at the monthly socials. The

PAC has worked very independently this year and has organised fun events. The events were well

evaluated by the active members.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Promotion and Activities

Committee will be formed by the PR & Promotion and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.12 MARUG International Marketing Experience

The purpose of the International Marketing Experience (IME) is to provide a professional travel

event, in which students can experience marketing abroad. Moreover, this event adds to the

international focus of the event-portfolio of the MARUG. To guarantee the quality of the

International Marketing Experience, participating students are selected based on their CV and

motivation. In that way, the MARUG makes sure to bring enthusiastic students who have a good

understanding of marketing. One of the criteria is that students have sufficient proficiency in the

English language and this is something that will be highlighted in the recruitment. Like previous

years, the event will be open for international students’ applications. To guarantee the

professionality of the IME, the preliminary stage of the IME will include guest lectures by external

parties that fit the theme of the trip. By including this preliminary stage the participants will both get

to know each other and will gather information about the theme, which will add to the experience of

the company visits. Last year, the IME took place in April 2022. Together with 30 students, the

MARUG visited Milan for a week. With interesting and varying guest lectures about the theme

“Customer Impact: the strength of word-of-mouth”, all participants were leaving well-prepared to

Milan. During the trip we had inspiring company visits and the event went very well. Students

evaluated the whole International Marketing Experience, consisting of the preliminary phase with

weekly lectures and the trip to milan consisting of company visits and leisure activities, an 8.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the MARUG International

Marketing Experience will be formed by the Internal Relations and PR & Promotion of the MARUG

Board.

3.13 Dublin Inhousetour

The Dublin Inhousetour offers Dutch and international students the chance to visit the headquarters

of innovative companies that are directed towards the online world. During former editions, visits

have been made to the headquarters of amongst others Google, Facebook and Airbnb. This year we

got in contact with different companies in Dublin, but due to the strict corona measures, they did not

accept a group of students at their headquarters. There was little to no motivation amongst our

members to have the inhousetour in an online manner. Therefore, other cities have been explored as

alternative opportunities for the Dublin Inhousetour. However, those alternatives were also regarded

as impossible due to the COVID-19 restrictions. Therefore the unfortunate situation arose that there

was no Dublin Inhousetour in the academic year 2021-2022.
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The Dublin Inhousetour is organised by the Secretary and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.14 Lustrum Committee

February 2021 the MARUG was supposed to celebrate its 8th Lustrum. However, due to COVID-19

restrictions the Lustrum had been postponed to the academic year 2021-2022. Orginally, the Lustrum

would take place at the end of February. Again, this was not possible due to COVID-19 restrictions in

the early 2022. The lustrum was postponed once again to the 21-28th of May. The Lustrum

committee consists of old MARUG Board members and old MARUG active members. In February the

MARUG Lustrum Ski Trip was organised which was part of the Lustrum celebrations. 30 members of

the MARUG went to Risoul for one week. Furthermore, during the lustrum 21-28th of May, four

activities will be organised: a Plus Day in Amsterdam, a MSc. Marketing Dinner, a general party at

Huize Maas and an Active Members Day in Groningen. At the time of this writing the lustrum has not

taken place yet. This will be evaluated and presented at the General Members meeting.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the Lustrum Committee will be

formed by the Secretary and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.15 JFV x MARUG Festival

This year, the JFV X MARUG Festival takes place on the 20th of May from 16:00 till 22:30 at Café De

Toeter. During the event, members of the MARUG and the JFV have the possibility to go supping and

go by boat through the canals. There is a barbecue and drinks cost 1 euro. A ticket for the event cost

€12,50. The event is organised for 70 members of the MARUG and 110 members of the JFV. This is a

purely social event in order to get to know more people throughout the city of Groningen. At the

time of this writing the JFVxMARUG has not taken place yet. This will be evaluated and presented at

the General Members meeting.

The supervisory board (also called ‘Board of Advisors’ or ‘BoA’) of the JFV x MARUG Festival is the

Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.16 Plus Events

The MARUG has a lot of alumni members, called Plus-members. For these plus-members, several

events are organised throughout the year: a canal social, two socials and a former board day. The

canal social took place on the 14th of August and 50 plus-members attended the event. The socials

took place on the 29th of October and on the 9th of April. At both socials, 50 plus-members were at

the event. The former board day took place before the social on 9 April and there were 20

plus-members at this event. In general, the appreciation of these socials by the plus members is very

high.

Plus members receive a discount for RUGCIC seminars, these seminars are organised two times a

year.

The Plus Events will be organised by the Secretary of the MARUG Board.
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3.17 Ski Trip Committee

Since 2016, the MARUG Ski Trip has not been organised anymore. This year the opportunities were

explored and the Ski Trip was organised during the end of January. Together with 30 students, the

MARUG travelled to Risoul for a week. This trip contributed to the international portfolio of the

MARUG. It was mainly organised in order to emphasise the social character of the MARUG and with

a low threshold for students to get to know many other MARUG members. Since this event was a

great success, the MARUG will organise it next January again. This time, the event will be organised

by a new committee: the Ski Trip Committee. Therefore, a new committee can be added to the

portfolio of the MARUG. A committee with a low threshold but to improve the social cohesion within

the MARUG.

The MARUG Ski Trip will be organised by the Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.17 MARUG Marketing Inhousedays

An Inhouseday entails a company visit of one of the partners of the MARUG. The MARUG also offers

these companies the possibility to select the participating students based on their CV. This way these

events do not only enable students the possibility to experience and see a company, but an

Inhouseday also provides a company with the possibility to connect with highly skilled students. The

Career Team is involved in the promotion and day-organisation of the Inhousedays. This year, due to

the corona pandemic there were not many opportunities to organise inhousedays. A recruitment

dinner with B&S was organised, and inhousedays at Belsimpel and Grolsch. The Recruitment dinner

with B&S Group was evaluated with a 8.67. The Inhousetours have not taken place at the time of this

writing and will be orally discussed at the general members meeting.

The MARUG Inhousedays are organised by the External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG

Board.

3.18 MARUG Marketing Classes

The MARUG organises Marketing Classes with the goal to reach students in an early stage of their

studies and to make them familiar with the marketing field and the MARUG. This is done by

arranging a guest lecture, and by delivering a business case for first- and second-year marketing

courses of the Faculty of Economics and Business (FEB). These lectures and cases are prepared by

speakers from the business world, to give students more insight into the marketing practice. Previous

years, there has been a collaboration with the course Marketing of the BSc Business Administration

and with the course International Marketing of the BSc International Business. Upcoming year, the

MARUG will strive to enlarge the number of course couplings, by working towards more

collaborations with the remaining marketing courses of the FEB, and also looking into possibilities

regarding collaboration with other programs at other faculties i.e. Communication & Information

Studies and Psychology. This is a good way to reach bachelor students with an interest in marketing.

The main objective of the MARUG is to be the intermediary between marketing science and the

marketing practice. The concept of marketing classes connects well with this objective. It is a concept

directed towards the promotion of the MARUG, where the values of the MARUG will be highlighted.

It should be clear for participating students that the event is organised by the MARUG. This year the

coordinator of Marketing for Business administration requested a new case and therefore the regular
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case offered was cancelled. The Marketing Class for Marketing for IB will again be organised together

with Philips. Furthermore, opportunities were explored to organise a Marketing Class at the course

Market context & Market research for Business Administration. A suitable candidate has been found

but it was too short term for the course in the past year. However, the fundations for this Marketing

class are placed and it will be organised next year as promised by the company and professor.

The Marketing Classes are organised by the External Relations and Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.19 MARUG Courses

MARUG offers a variety of courses throughout the year to help students expand and improve their

(academic) skills. The courses, varying in content and length, complemented the content of the

courses provided by the Faculty of Economics and Business and, moreover, they helped to broaden

the students’ knowledge. The courses offered were well received and had a lot of participants.

Therefore, the MARUG will continue to offer four courses in the upcoming year. While organising

these courses, the feedback from participants from last year will be used to improve the courses for

the upcoming year. Besides that, we have conducted a survey among MSc Marketing Students to

determine which courses would be most interesting. The survey showed that the R-course, a Thesis

course, a Python course and a Google Analytics course would be the most wanted courses. The

R-course, Python and Google Analytics were all organised and evaluated very well. The thesis course

was replaced by an assessment course, because a compatible partner could not be found.

The MARUG courses are organised by the External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.
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4. Financial statements 2021-2022

4.1 Preface

Groningen, May 19th 2022

Dear reader,

In the following section, the financial results of the past year for the Marketing Association of the

University of Groningen are reported. As you will probably understand, the first portion of this

financial year has been somewhat turbulent in terms of what was possible and what was not.

Fortunately, many events were organised in a different way due to the adaptability of the association

and the commitment of our committee members.

The MARUG has had an incredibly prosperous year in terms of acquisition for the board and its

events. Consequently, the price of attending the events that the MARUG organises were lowered.

Finally, the Sustainable Marketing Event was finally organised in its intended format which is

something we have all worked very hard on!

I would like to take the chance to wish my successor Lotte Meijer a fantastic year now that we have

hopefully seen the last of the COVID-19 pandemic. I also want to thank all active members for their

commitment to their events and the memories that we have made together. Finally I want to thank

my fellow board members for the amazing year we had.

With kind regards,

On behalf of the MARUG board 2021-2022,

Tim Bonte

Treasurer

MARUG Board 2021-2022



4.2 MARUG Balance 2021-2022



4.2.1 Explanation MARUG Balance 2021-2022

Total current assets

The Debtors and Accounts receivable of the MARUG are mostly companies that have partnered with

the MARUG a short time before the end of the financial year and in May, as well as the participation

fee and subsidies of events in the month of May. Due to the rescheduling of events to May, this

amount is higher than usual.

Total long-term liabilities

The Provisions have increased due to the reschedulement of the MARUG Lustrum and certain other

events. Furthermore, the MARUG has decided to help the 42nd MARUG Board by adding a provision

for their policy ideas.



4.3 Budget and financial results MARUG Board 2021-2022



4.3.1 Explanation budget MARUG Board 2021-2022

1 Acquisition

This year the MARUG has had an unexpectedly high amount of acquisition during the second half of

the year, which is believed to be

5 Incidental benefits

Three years ago the last edition of the Nationale Marketing Strijd took place and it was uncertain

whether this event would return to the MARUG portfolio. Now that it will not, its provision has been

inducted as Incidental Benefits.

6 Depreciation

The MARUG has bought new computers which were depreciated immediately, hence the actual costs

are higher than the budgeted costs.

13 Travel

Even though the budgeted travel expenses were adjusted during the HALV, less paid trips were issued

as the MARUG Board could use their student OV chipcard for most events.

14 Drinks and socials

During the year the prices of drinks have increased. Next to that, being social is one of the core

values of the MARUG, which has led to an increase in Drinks and socials costs.

15 Promotional clothing

The MARUG had a deal with one of its partners as a supplier of its Promotional clothing, leading to

compensation for the high amount of costs.

21 Recruitment

Recruitment costs are lower than expected due to the lower costs associated with the organisation of

the Recruitment events.

25 Provision Lustrum IX

The MARUG has adjusted its Provision for the ninth Lustrum in accordance with inflation over the

past six years, as this was the last time the amount in the Provision was determined.



4.4 Budget and financial results MARUG Activities 2021-2022



4.5 Account of the events 2021-2022







4.5.1 Explanation budget MARUG Activities 2021-2022

2 MARUG PAC

The MARUG has organised a second active members weekend in order to make sure that every

committee member at the MARUG has had the chance of joining the weekend.

4 MARUG Master Marketing Team

The events organised by the MARUG Master Team were organised during the COVID pandemic which

led to a lower amount of acquisition. In turn, this has led to a lesser amount of costs.

8 Sustainable Marketing Event

The MARUG has decided to combine some portions of the Sustainable Marketing Event and its first

ever Sustainability Week, leading to increased costs.

11 MARUG Courses

During the HALV the MARUG had adjusted its budget for the MARUG Courses as the MARUG had a

favourable deal with the providers of the MARUG Courses. Therefore, the MARUG has decided to ask

for a smaller participation fee for the upcoming MARUG Courses, leading to lower benefits.

12 JFV x MARUG Festival

Unforeseen costs were incurred during the last edition of the JFV x MARUG festival.

13 MARUG Lustrum VIII

Due to a lower number of expected participants, the MARUG Lustrum will incur lower costs and

benefits.



4.6 Approval

Statement of the Audit and Control committee

Following the assignment of the Half-yearly General Members Meeting dated 2 June 2022, we have

audited the financial numbers for the financial year of 2021-2022, started on 1 May 2021 and ended

on 30 April 2022, of the Marketing Association University of Groningen.

Based on the audit we performed, nothing has emerged from which we should conclude that the

figures do not give a true picture.

Groningen, May 19th 2022

The Audit and Control committee 2021-2022,

Redmer Nijboer Colin Kok

Treasurer Treasurer

MARUG Board 2019-2020 MARUG Board 2020-2021
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5. Active Members 2021-2022

MARUG Board Lyset de Groot Chairman

Kim Postma Secretary

Tim Bonte Treasurer

An de Lang Internal Relations

Marijn Meure External Relations

Gijs Vijverberg PR & Promotion

MARUG Conference Board Ruben Bos Chairman

Merijnen Sonneveldt Secretary and

Theme & Speakers

Mees Mobers External Relations I

Norma Lanting Treasurer

and External Relations II

Sophie van Huizen Day Organisation

Nona Kamphuis PR & Promotion

Conference Day Organisation Jesse Nieuwenhuizen Acquisition

Marly Olsthoorn Media

Robbin Visser Logistics

Ivar Jongschaap Promotion

ComMa Conference 2021 Bart van der Meulen Chairman

Soumaya Naji Treasurer and Day

Organisation

Patrick-Victor Lange External Relations

Marta Garrido ConchilloPR & Promotion

ComMa Conference 2022 Féline Bakker Chairman

Maria Kutepova Treasurer and Day

Organisation

Julia Howe External Relations

Jim te Loo Theme & Speakers

Natalie Voo PR & Promotion

Commercial Night Jamie Postmus Chairman

Femke Horneman Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Iva Huisman Theme & Speakers

Anesa Velagic PR & Promotion

Sustainable Marketing Event Neele Fuerst Chairman
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Afke Muller Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Hanna de Bievre Theme & Speakers

Jule Kirchner PR & Promotion

EBF & MARUG Recruitment Days 2021 Florence Clercx Chairman

Tess Elleswijk Commercial Relations I /

Vice-Chairman

Joyce Bleize Commercial Relations II /

Day Organisation

Jet Schoonderbeek Treasurer / Commercial

Relations III

Lisa Walvius Secretary & Logistics /

Commercial Relations IV

Charlot Dalhuijsen PR & Promotion

EBF & MARUG Recruitment Days 2022 Hester van der Gaag Chairman

Laurin Westera Commercial Relations I /

Vice-Chairman

Alieke Haanstra Commercial Relations II /

Day Organisation

Roos Douma Treasurer / Commercial

Relations III

Claudia de Wit Secretary & Logistics /

Commercial Relations IV

Lotte Slager PR & Promotion

International Marketing Experience Daniëlle Bouma Chairman

Anne-Linde van Cooten External Relations

Tara Valks PR & Promotion

Nynke Blokland Theme & Speakers

Emma Boer Week Organisation

Career Team Anniek Renkema

Claudia de Wit

Max Hartendorp Chairman

Thomas Kuik

Marketing Consultancy Group Fall Berend Vrakking

Bryan Markwat

Flora Kelmendi

Mirre Debets

Lisa van Blokland

Annemijn de Vries
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Marketing Consultancy Group Spring Emmanouela Chatzaki

Despoina Vardaki

Alejandro Villanueva Lledo

Steven Kleijsen

Jan Philipp Wichels

Master Marketing Team Fall Kimberly Kaiser Chairman

Lisa Treebus External Relations

Rients Heero Leijendekker External Relations

Margarida Pinho PR & Promotion

Deborah Litaay Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Master Marketing Team Spring Antonia Meilhammer Chairman

Sander Dijkstra External Relations

Rients Heero Leijendekker External Relations

Dana Peled PR & Promotion

Lisa Treebus Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Media Team Fabiënne Vermeer

Loes Weggemans

Michael Blackmore

Lara Avila

Paula Ramirez

Mind over Marketing 2021 Saskia Kruger Chairman

Eline Kortum Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Laura Bours Theme & Speakers

Fiek Römer PR & Promotion

Mind over Marketing 2022 Anne-Linde van Cooten Chairman

Toine Bakema Day Organisation

and Treasurer

Lotte Bakker Theme & Speakers

Tara van der Veen PR & Promotion

Promotion and Activities Committee Maud van Eijden

Merel Elenga

Sven Rosevink

Max Martoredjo

Lustrum Committee Colin Kok Chairman
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Myrthe Boeve Events I

Marieke Smelik Events II

Evelien Nieuwenhuizen Events III & Treasurer

Milou Habes External Relations

Jelle Talman PR & Promotion

Board of presidents Nienke Kroes Chairman Board 2017/2018

Frank Oude Avenhuis Chairman Board 2018/2019

Jildou Merkus Chairman Board 2019/2020

Noor Dekker Chairman Board 2020/2021

Audit and Control Committee Redmer Nijboer Treasurer Board 2019/2020

Colin Kok Treasurer Board 2020/2021
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6. Year planning 2021-2022

Definite Year Planning 2021-2022

2021

August
16 - 20 Kei-Week

September
6 Introduction Day MSc Marketing students
16 Bachelor Boat Tour
29 Committee Info Social
29 MARUG Beginning of the year party
15, 20, 24 MARUG Promotion Days
14, 21, 28 R Course

October
6 Master Career Day
21 MARUG Social
28 ComMa Conference
29 MARUG Plus Social

November
13-14 Active Members Weekend
18 MARUG Social
22 Half Yearly General Members Meeting
25 (Pre-) MSc Marketing Social

December
2 PACjesavond
6, 7, 8 Recruitment Days
9 Ski Trip Social
16 MARUG Social

2022

January
17 MARUG New Year’s Walk
29-5 MARUG Lustrum Ski Trip
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February
10 (Pre-)MSc Marketing Social
10-11 MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
17 MARUG Social

March
1, 8 , 15 Python Course
3 MARUG Social: Chairman announcement
11-12 Actieve Ledenweekend
21 MARUG Marketing Data Science Event

April
9 Former Board Day + Plusborrel
14 MARUG Social: Candidate Board Announcement
16 - 23 International Marketing Experience
20 Assessment Training
26 MARUG Conference
26 MARUG Conference Social
29 Active Members Activity

May
3 (Pre-) MSc Marketing Social
9-13 Sustainability Week

9 Cook vegan with us tutorial
10 Talk to a professional psychologist
11 Sustainable Marketing Event
12 MARUG Social “go green”
13 Sustainable picnic

10, 17, 24 Google Analytics Course
19 MSc Marketing Event
20 JFV X MARUG Festival
21-28 Lustrum

21 Plus Day
23 Master Marketing Dinner
25 Lustrum Party
28 Active Members Day

June
1 Grolsch Inhousetour
2 General Members Meeting
24 Active Members BBQ
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